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O. Introduction 

Bates and Hess (in prep) attempt to provide simple semantic specifications for a large 
number of Lushootseed stems and apply them uniformly across clause types to derive the semantic 
roles of all arguments. Here, I define ARGUMENT as a position in a sentence where a character is 
referred to in Martha Lamont's telling of "Pheasant and Raven" (Hess (1996». This paper tracks 
characters (or DISCOURSE REFERENTS) through the story, told by Mrs. Lamont to Thorn Hess in 1964 
(see Langen (this volume)), and examines their semantic roles. To use a metaphor, characters have 
a life IN mE STORY, while semantic roles have a life only IN mEIR CLAUSE; the relation of clause to 
story is mediated by the semantic roles assigned by the predicates that head each clause. In an 
attempt to detail this relationship, the paper introduces the semantic roles employed here, overviews 
clause structure, and relates these in excerpts of lines from "Pheasant and Raven", presenting them 
within a story outline. The grammatical analysis shows the possible argument positions; a zero 
pronoun facilitates description of the mapping from predicate to argument position, and from 
argument position to story. Appendix A defines the abbreviations I employ here. 

My discussion of semantic roles assumes little background from the large literature on lexical 
semantics in the generative tradition; readers familiar with this literature may detect some 
idiosyncracies not explicated here. 

1. Semantic Roles 

The semantic roles assigned by each transitive or intransitive stem are drawn from a small 
universal inventory including Agent, Experiencer, Possessor, Patient, Goal, and Instrument. Each 
stem designates the role it assigns to its direct complement, the one non-oblique determiner phrase 
in its clause. The designated role is underlined in the semantic specifications detailed here. The 
intransitive stem ?afad 'eat', for example, assigns Agent to its subject, but implies an eater and a 
thing eaten, and its semantic specification is (Ag,Pat), while intransitive caxw 'club', with the 
specification (Pat), assigns Patient to its subject. This contrast can be observed in the intransitive 
main clauses ?u?afad Cad 'I ate (it)', versus ?uc axW Cad 'I got hit'. Hess (1995) categorizes stems 
as AGENT-ORIENTED or PATIENT-ORIENTED to capture these facts; I call the designated role the 
ORIENTATION ROLE after his work.2 Informal definitions of the four most popular roles appear in (1); 
Appendix B details the semantic specifications for a number of Lushootseed stems. I use this list 
to ensure that I treat each stem consistently; it is my hope that such a list may invite comparative 
discussion. 

I All my work on Lushootseed is informed by the published work of, and discussions 
with, Thorn Hess, and inspired by Vi taqWsablu Hilbert. Thanks to Toby Langen for 
valuable discussion. All errors are my own. 

2If I circumscribe many of his generalizations as being in the realm of lexical 
semantics, as opposed to the syntactic rubric Hess himself employs, that is not to say that 
the present work replaces his; rather, it builds on the careful analyses of Lushootseed 
verh stems in Hess (1993.1995). 

(1) 

2 

Semantic Roles, Informally Defined 

Agent 

Patient 

Someone who causes a change in the world. Examples would be the 
walker in an event of walking, the giver in an event of giving, or the 
speaker in an event of speech. 

A non-Agent affected by a change in the world; something or someone 
located, changed, moved across space, or created. Examples would be 
the gift in an event of giving, the message in an event of speech, or the 
thing remembered in an event involving memory. 

Experiencer A non-Agent affected by a psychological or physiological state. Examples 
would be the sick person in an event involving illness, or the person 
remembering something in an event involving memory. 

Goal The endpoint ina path involving motion. Examples would be the 
receiver in an event of giving, the person spoken to in an event of 
speech, or the direction in which one is traveling. 

By introducing characters and then choosing different predicates to describe their fates, a storyteller 
constantly changes the semantic roles a given character plays; each argument in each of the 
storyteller'S sentences receives a semantic role from a governing predicate, and any pronouns 
receive reference from the discourse as well as a semantic role. The next section introduces the 
argument positions. 

2. Clause Structure 

Different series of subject markers distinguish types of clause in Lushootseed; main clauses 
employ a subject marker series that also appears in some subordinate clauses, while nominalized 
clauses are always subordinate and employ a special subject series.3 The structure of nominalized 
clauses is outlined in (2), which highlights the positions in which arguments may appear. Spaces 
indicate word boundaries and coindexing indicates coreference.4 Typically, (1) would follow a 
superordinate predicate which may impose restrictions on the embedded DP. 

(2)a. Nominalized Clauses Based on Intransitive Stems 
DET (asp)-<S>-nom-(asp)-J'root-(af)-<Si> (d.c.I> 

b. Nominalized Clauses Based on Transitive Stems 
DET (asp)-<SI>-nom-(asp)-J'root-(af)-tr-<Oj>-<SI> 

(oblique) 

<d.c'j> (oblique) 

Angled brackets indicate complementary distribution: the subject of an intransitive predicate is 
either a prefIX (lsg, 2sg) or a SUffIX; a transitive predicate has either an object SUffIX or a direct 
complement. The order of direct and oblique complements is free, although they both follow their 

3 Another type of subordinate clause, marked with a special subject series (cf. Hess 
(1995), Kroeber (1991», does not appear in "Pheasant and Raven." 

4Not mentioned in (2) are optional adjuncts, which may be added to any embedded 
clause, and the aspect enclitic ·axw, which may optionally follow the subject suffix in 
nominalizations. 
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governing predicates and focus constructions may front material to clause-initial position (Hess 
(1995». . .. 

Main clauses differ from (2) in lacking an introductory determiner and uSing a different 
subject series. The main clause subjects (calIed PERSON PARTiCLES or c3d-wORDS in Hes~ (199~)) ar~ 
listed in (3b). The subject series used in nominalized clauses comes from the possessive affIX senes. 

(3) a. Possessive Series Subjects b. Main Clause Subjects 

d- Isg C3~ Ipls c3d Isg c3i Ipl 
ad- 2sg -13p 2pl C3Xw 2sg c313p 2pl 
-s 3 0 3 

Contra Hess (1995) and Beck (1996), (3b) crucialIy employs a zero third person subject in main 
clauses. Hess eschews the notion SUBJECf and although the present analysis is consonant with Beck's 
claim that the term is relevant for Lushootseed, it is inconsistent with his analysis of nulI third 
person subjects as always the result of elision of a direct complement. I wilI not argue specifically 
for the zero pronoun analysis here; it is my hope, though, that any coherence in the present 
discussion wilI provide support for my grammatical analysis, which was originalIy formulated to 
account for separate facts (Bates (1997b». 

3. Details on Mapping 

The semantic roles in (1) map to the argument positions in (2) by regular principles I detail 
below, referring to the structure in (2) and extending the analysis to main clauses. As shown in (2), 
valence assumes a central role in the present analysis; the transitivity of a given predicate 
determines its role-mapping behavior.6 Passivized predicates are intransitive, as in (2a), but they 
inherit the semantic specifications of their transitive bases. 

Every clause has one of the subje,:t~ listed i~ (3); ~ intransitive predica~e assigns .its . 7 

odentation role to its subject and a transItive predicate assigns Agent or Expenencer to Its subject. 
An intransitive predicate allows a direct complement coreferent with its subject, as shown by 

the coindexing in (2a); in this case, the subject shares the orientation role with the direct . 
complement. A transitive predicate assi~s its. orientation role t? its first or second ~ers?n obJ~ct 
suffix or third person direct complement; ItS direct complement IS never coreferent With ItS subject. 
This direct complement, the object of a transitive, may be elided; the definite and specific reference 
of such zero direct complements supports the elision analysis, as will be shown below.s 

Nominalized intransitive and transitive c~ differ in their behavior toward oblique 
complements; an oblique may replace a third person subject -s .and map the orientation role of a 

pr't4I~\ts 

sne 1pl possessive marker is imported from the main clause subject series and is 
written as a separate word in the standard Lushootseed orthography. 

~ess's (1995) analysis does not require reference to valence; his account captures 
the vast majority of the facts in Lushootseed, and my extra layer of structure may 
ultimately prove unwarranted. As Beck (1996) notes, howeve~ ... standard des.criptive. 
machinery including terms like SUBJECf and (IN)TRANSITlVE facilitates companson ·of 
Lushootseed with other (Salish) languages. 

7 Agent and Experiencer are the common. roles fo~ tran~i~ive. subjects cross
linguistically; by convention, they appear leftmost In semantIc specificatIOns. 

sBa tes (1997b) argues for a zero 3 object suffix, an analysis one degree more 
ahstract than the present analysis. 
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nominalized intransitive predicate, but this option is not available for any other subject.9 Any 
predicate can employ an oblique to map a non-orientation Patient, Goal or Instrument, but only 
passivized predicates allow a non-orientation Agent oblique. lo 

"Pheasant and Raven" is a story of sufficient length and rhetorical complexity that I thought 
(Bates (1997a» it represented alI relevant Lushootseed grammatical structure in context, but I was 
wrong; there are no object suffixes in subordinate clauses in this story, but they appear in other 
stories, and the analysis reflects this possibility. 

After this (admittedly brief) explanation of the mapping between argument positions and 
semantic roles, I turn to the story. 

4. ·Pheasant and Raven" 

Hess's (1996) draft of "Pheasant and Raven" prepares the text for classroom use, starting a 
new line at the beginning of most clauses that employ the main clause subject series. I follow 
Hess's line numbers; the transcription is a composite of transcriptions by Thorn Hess, Vi Hilbert, 
Toby Langen and me. For the most part, I have used Hess's draft line glosses and annotated them 
with reference subscripts.11 I count twelve principaJ referents in the discourse, and give each of 
them an identifying subscript in (4). 

(4) Referents in "Pheasant and Raven" 

a. Characters 

Pheasant 
Pheasanls wife 
Pheasant's chil&enpc 

b. Settings 

homehome 

Raven, 
Raven's wiferw 
Raven's children", 

the journey pathjp 

the huntersh 
the elk-pack., 
the dogsd 

in the high countryhc 

In the presentation below, I subscript as many referents as are consistent with the discourse 
meaning as I understand it. Thus, the reference subscripts might be the result of several different 
grammatical and discourse processes; some syntactic constructions require two syntactic positions to 
be coreferent, for example, and there are pervasive discourse conventions that require all 
pronominals to receive reference from discourse actants. The semantic mapping principles are the 
cause of many of the subscripts; these are the only ones fully described here. 

'This option is related to a periphrastic alternative to the afflXal possessive 
construction: ti bad-s 'his father' vs. ti bad 'la ti cae as 'the father of the boy'. 

l°As Beck (1996) suggests, the oblique in a passive expresses the demoted subject 
of the corresponding active transitive. 

III employ square brackets for three distinct uses. First, I maintain Hess's 
convention of enclosing in square brackets any Lushootseed he edits into a line; these 
additions mostly replace morphemes commonly deleted in casual speech. Second, I 
maintain (though not completely consistently) his use of brackets to enclose English gloss 
material implied, but not specifically mentioned, in a given Lushootseed line. Third, I 
enclose referential phrases in brackets and subscript them, e.g. [ti'lH sgW31ub lp 'that 
Pheasant'. 
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To detail all 308 lines of the story here would be too ambitious, so I will provide overview 
statements by line numbers and insert the lines I wish to detail into this overview. The line 
numbers are on the left. The episode divisions are from Hess's draft, with a few revisions by Tob: 
Langen, are marked here with a basket design ### (cf. Bierwert (1996». 

1-3 

I. 

"Pheasant and Raven" 

ML sets scene and introduces discourse referents Pheasant 
and Raven. 

7as-JIaH-i1 
asp-J'dwell-incep(AI,Lo<;'ome) 

[ti7il 7i 
DET conj 

'PheasantI' and Ravenr dwelled [therehome].' 

sgWalub1p 
pheasant 

7i 
conj 

[li7a7 qawqs1r 
DET raven 

In this opening sentence, Mrs. Lamont uses a conjoined DP to complement intransitive failil 
'dwell'. This is a main clause, so the pronoun subject is null and coreferent with the conjoined 
phrases. The predicate implies a Location not specified in the syntax here, but the English gloss 
reflects it. The predicate locates the home setting so later deictics can refer to that setting. 

4-7 
8-10 
### 
11-19 

### 
20-23 

20. 

Pheasant's children and wife are introduced. 
Raven's children and wife are introduced. 
### 
Pheasant identified as episode topic; tells his wife he's going to 
travel and sets out. The reason given for this journey is 
Pheasant's hungry children. 
### 
Pheasant comes upon two people, later identified as 
hunters, with dogs. 

di7l-axw 0& [kWi s_.J'ladZq-dxw -5 p 

suddenly(E)-asp 3S DET nom-J'meet-tr(Agp,~)-3S 

[sl-as-J'gw+aa+d-il [[7a1 ti7acac 
nom-asp-J'sit(A&.,) + red7 -sf P DET 

'Suddenly hep met some peopleh whoh were sitting [there].' 

[ti7a7 
DET 

7aciHalbixwh 1b 
people 

~-
J>.l3. 

1& 

The zero matrix subject is coreferent with the direct complement of the focus predicate di?i 
'suddenly'; the entire rest of the sentence comprises the direct complement and maps the 
orientation role Event.1z The nominalized transitive ?ad'qdxW 'meet' has the 3 subject -s pronoun, 
given reference by the discourse topic, Pheasant, and its direct complement is a nominalized clause 
introducing the hunters. The final oblique phrase replaces the intransitive embedded subject -s and 
maps orientation Agent of gWaadil 'sit'. 

### 
24-28 

### 
The dogs threaten Pheasant. 

I~he role EVENT here is used informally, as the rough semantic equivalent of a 
clause. 

29-31 

32-36 

32. 
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The hunters, not ovenly mentioned, tell Pheasant to call "his" dogs 
off. The use an appositive vocative for Pheasant, which helps to 
track discourse referents. 
Pheasant replies that the dogs aren't his. He respectfully 
suggests that they belong to the hunters. 

kWi gWa_ °d DET subjunctive zero d.c. 

'Ip won't call the~.' 

The direct complement, which maps orientation Patient of gWi(h)id 'call, invite', has been elided. 
Note the definite and specific gloss: this does not mean 'I won't call anyone' or 'I won't call 
someone'; the dogs give reference to this zero object, and an elision analysis accounts for this 
reference. Beck (1996) makes a similar argument in favor of an elision analysis. 

### 
37-39 
### 
40-49 

43. 

### 
The hunters call off their dogs. 
### 
More questions from the hunters to Pheasant, about the nature of 
his visit to the high country. They are impressed with his replies. 

tnt -./Cad kW(i) adp-s-a-
from-J'where DET 2sgS-nom-asp-

.J'liba§, Sot-\. 
J'travel.overland(Ai."Qwibd 

'Wherehome are you., traveling from, Pheasant.,?' 

s-J'gWalubp 
nom-J'pheasant 

The 2sg subject maps orientation Agent of ?iba'S 'travel overland', andJhM fro~~~ maps its non-orientation role. The final word is an appositive vocative; rs. employs them 
often when she perl'orms direct dialogue, perhaps to facilitate referent tracking by her audience. (I 
know I appreciate the help.) 

dxW-J'tBfjtbe ti7a7 dp-s-u-.J'libal 
toward-J'mountainward DET Is-nom-asp-Jiravel.overland(Ai."Golhc) 
'Into the high countryhc is wherehc Ip am traveling.' 

45. 

The focused adjunct maps non-orientation Goal of ?iba'S 'travel overland', which the Isg subject 
prefIX maps its orientation AgentP 

13Focus structures trigger a zero main clause subject coreferent with the rest of the 
sentence, but I omit this detail here. Focus constituents generally map a non-orientation 
role of an embedded predicate; Hess (1995) gives a much more complete description of 
focus constructions than I attempt here. 



46. tuxW tul'1al tea ?)a(b) 
Adv from DET Jbe.there(Pathomo) 

d -daxw-as-JlaH-ii 
l:gS-nom-asp-J"dwell-incep(Agp,Lochomo) 

7 

dp_daxw_..[?a(b), 
IsgS-nom-Jbe.there(Patp) 

'But [from] over tberehomO is wherehomo Ip [come from], wherehome Ip live.' 

The subject prefixes each map the orientation roles of their intransitive predicates. Intransitive 
lalli/'dwell' implies a Location, but rarely realizes it syntactically. 

### 
50-57 

### 
58-62 

### 
63-69 

67. 

### 
A butchered elk, all wrapped up, is introduced. The 
hunters question Pheasant about it. 
### 
Pheasant replies that he can't hunt, that the elk-pack isn't 
his. 
### 
The hunters tell Pheasant that they will butcher the elk for him; 
they explain that this is the reason they were asking about it. 

iu-./k""iC'i-d ~ai h 

asp-Jbutcher-tr(Agh,fl!!.) IplS 

'Weh will butcher that elke.' 

[ti?ii 
DET 

The Ipl subject maps Agent, and the direct complement maps orientation Patient, of transitive 
ftWifid 'butcher'. 

69. iil-d 
give food-tr(Agh,Pat .. ~) 

ti?ii daxw-u-'[wiliq""i-d 
DET nom-asp-,[ask-tr(Agh,fillp) 

[ti dagWi?J p 
DET 2sg.emph 

Op 
zero d.c. 

'Weh are giving ito to youp which is why weh questioned [youp].' 

The matrix transitive Hid '~ve food:,.,takes an emphatic 2sg direct complement object to which it 
assigns Goal, the recipient. 4 The same direct complement is elided in the embedded clause. The 
matrix clause leaves the Patient role unexpressed. 

### 
70-73 
### 

### 
Pheasant thanks the hunters. 
### 

14Jelinek and Demers, and Beck (1996), show that emphatic second and first person 
arguments have the syntactic properties of third person DPs. 

74-86 

86. [bala?b 
really 
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The hunters fix the elk into a backpack that's magically 
lightened so Pheasant can backpack it. 

s-..[?aiadJ e 

nom-Jtood 
ti?a? 
DET 

s-Jlil-t-ab-s 
nom-,[give.fJ'od-tr(Agh,Pate,Qillp)-pass-3S 

'Ito was really [quite the] foodo that hep had been given.' 

The pre posed focus phrase maps non-orientation Patient, and the Agent of the passive is 
unexpressed. . 

### 
87-93 

94-97 
### 
98 

### 
The hunters explain to Pheasant what they've done. He thanks 
them. 
Pheasant renamed as episode topic. 
### 
The hunters speak to Pheasant, using an appositive 
vocative. 

98. kiis-axw 
stand(Agp)-asp 

~axWp 

2sgS 
sgWalubp 
pheasant( appositive)p 

CXW -a 
2sgS-conj 

iu-..[?iba§-axw 

asp-,[travel.overland(~,Golhome)-asp 

'Youp stand up now, Pheasantp' and youp will journey.' 

Lushootseed has a special series of main clause subjects employs in conjoined sentences; the Agent 
of ?ib;is 'travel overland' is mapped by one such conjoined subjects here. 

99-100 The hunters stand him up (with the pack on) so Pheasant 
can travel. 

99. kiis-tu-b 
cause.to.stand-tr(Agh,fillp)-pass 

'TheYh stood himp up.' 

This main clause shows the zero third person subject, glossed as the pronoun it is, and the active 
voice gloss that is the pragmatic equivalent of the Lushootseed morphological passive, if not its 
syntactic equal (cf. Beck (1996), Hess (1995». 

### 
101-110 

### 
The hunters explain to Pheasant what they've done and 
warn him not to tum his head to look at the pack during 
his journey home. 
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~axW p la--/'luxw dxW1al t(i) adp-s-.Jl~-i1 . 
POET 2sgS-nom-J"arrive(8!.:p,Ool) 2sgS asp-J"go(Aip,Oolhome) 

ad p--/'laI1al ) home 

Zsg.poss-Jhouse 

'Youp just [keep] going until youp arrive [at yourp house]home.' 

The matrix subject and the embedded subject are both 2sg and both map Agent, the orientation 
role of their respective intransitive predicates. The Ooal role implied by 7uiw 'go' is unexpressed, 
but the Ooal role of the embedded predicate is assigned to the directional PP. 

110. [hikW kWagWi~adJ. s-as-.Jlil-d 
big elk 

ti1H 
DET nom-asp-J"giveJood-tr( Agh,Pa t.,Qru.,) 

~af.h [ti dagWi1J p 
Ipl DET 2sg.emph 
'A big elk. is what weh have given youp.' 

The focus phrase maps non-orientation Patient, and the Ipl subject maps Agent. The direct 
complement is a recipient Ooal. 

111 
### 
112-115 
### 
116-122 

121. 

Pheasant thanks the hunters. 
### 
Pheasant travels; he's alone with the elk pack. 
### 
Pheasant talks to himself. 

kW(i) adp-s-J"dzalq= us-bi-d 
DET ZsgS-nom-J"turn= face-appl-tr(4,flI!e) 

0. 
zero d.c. 

'Don't look over yourp shoulder at ite.' 

The direct complement has been elided here; it maps the orientation role of the nominalized 
transitive and gets its reference from the elk-pack, a discourse referent salient in this episode. 

### 
123-124 

### 
Pheasant arrives home. 

123. ba--/'luxw 
asp-J"go(8!.:p,Oolhome) 

[ti1HJ 
DET 

s_JCa1kW_dxW_s 0. 
nom-J" manage. to.get.down. to.shore-tr( Agp,flI!e) zero d.c. 

'Hep goes again until hep manages to get it. down to the shorehom • .' 

The adjunct PP maps non-orientation 001, but I have not indicated that with a subscript. The zero 
matrix subject maps orientation Agent and gets its reference from the discourse topic, Pheasant. 
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125-128 

129-134 
### 
135-138 
### 
139-141 
### 
142 
143-148 

### 
149-153 
154-156 
### 
157-165 

158. 1udaw' _ 
tallow 

10 

Pheasant explains to his wife that they can distribute the 
food he was given by the hunters. 
Pheasant and his wife slice the meat up for the people. 
### 
They give tallow to Pheasant's children. 
### 
Pheasant's children go outside and play with the tallow. 
### 
Raven reintroduced. 
Raven stage-whispers to his children. He sends them 
outside to investigate what Pheasant's children are doing. 
### 
Raven's children bother Pheasant's children. 
Pheasant's children get angry. 
### 
Raven's children return to him; report on their assignment. 

ti1H s-u--/'laiad [1a ti1H bad + Jbada1 
DET nom-asp-J"eat(~,Pat) P DET red2+J"offspring 

1a 
P 

ti1H s-J"gwalubJpe 
DET nom-J"pheasant 

'Tallow is what the childrenpe of Pheasantp are eating.' 

The tallow isn't a salient discourse referent, so I subscript it with its full name. It is focused here, 
and maps non-orientation Patient. The oblique replaces the subject -s and maps the orientation 
Agent of 7<Jfad 'eat'. 

### ### 
166-170 Raven eats all the food given to him for his whole family. 

167. xWuf k"'id-ai-s-JIak'" 
only QA-af-nom-J"mouthful 

[1a ti1a1 qaw'qsJ r 
P DET raven 

ti1H 
DET 

s-JIak'" -t-ab-s. 
nom-J"eat-tr(Ag"flI!e)-pass-3S 

'In just a [small] number of mouthfuls [i.e., a few gulps] Raven, ate it. [all].' 

A focus adjunct introduces the passive nominalized clause, in which the subject -s maps the 
orientation Patient of transitive laK"'ad 'eat' and the demoted Agent is realized by the Oblique. 

### 
171-177 
### 
178-183 

### 
Raven tells his wife he's going on a journey. 
### 
A wrap-up of Pheasant's saga. 
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182. ha'lkW 
Adv 

'For a long time theyp+pw+pc ate: 

t t 

A time adverbial is focused in this sentence, triggering the nominalized intransitive clause, which h~ 
an -s subject modified by the plural marker mapping the orientation role. The reference for this 
plural pronoun comes from the discourse. 

### 
184-185 
186-187 

### 
Raven reintroduced, sets off. 
The hunters are reintroduced as Raven meets up with 
them. 

187. )('al' ba.J"dH 
AdvP asp-JIocus 

daxw-..['la 
nom-Jbe.there(Path) 

ti1H daxw -..['lay' -du-b-sh 

DET nom-JIind-tr(Agp,Path)-pass-3S 

[?a ti?HJ p 
P pronoun 

'TheYh were at the very same placehc that hep had found themh.' 

There are two obliques here, with two very different functions: the first replaces the -s subject of 
nominalized daxW?a 'be there', while the second is the Agent oblique of passivized transitive '/ay'dxw 

'find'Y 

### 
188-201 

### 
The dogs bark in their reintroduction. The hunters 
question Raven about the dogs and he lies, says they are 
his. 

198. tamalisd 

a.name 

[ti?a? 
DET 

s-u-J"da1a-d-s r 
nom-asp·J"name-tr(Ag,Pa!,object-predicative,.m.Hsh)-3S 

s-qwab+J"qWgbay?J d 

nom-red2+J"dog 

'Tamalisd is what her called the dogsd.' 

The non-orientation role is assigned to the focus phrase; I am tentatively using the term OBJECT

PREDICATIVE for the appellation in an event of naming, The named ones appear in direct 
complement position. 

### ### 

ISHess gloss the matrix clause with an impersonal subject: '(It was at the very same 
place) that he had found them.' My analysis of 187 may be faulty. 
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202-209 

209. dii 
focus 

12 

The hunters question Raven about the pack and he lies. 

dp-daxw.as.Jbac= alq 
IsgS-nom-asp-Jbring down= game(A1p,Pat.) 

[?g 
P 

'That is how Ir [could] fell that game • .' 
~ 

ti1HJ. 
pronoun 

The focus predicate dif JIlaps a manner adjunct, while the subject prefix maps the orientation 
Agent. 1\ 

210-226 

### 
227-233 
### 
234-237 

The hunters question Raven about the elk. They tell him 
to butcher it; he can't. They say they'll help him. 
### 
Raven eats tallow. 
### 
The hunters say they will fix the elk·pack for Raven. 

236·7. iu.-!Cgba?gd [ti1a1 s·as-,fHI-d 
asp-J" pack -tr( Ag"fl!!e) 

[ti dagWi1J r 1. 
DET 2sg.emphatic 

0. 
zero d.c. 

DET nom-asp-J"give.food-tr(Agh,Pat.,Golr) 

iu-a( d) r-daxw • ./lc.i!.txW 
irr-2sgS-nom-J"arrive.with-incep-tr(Ag"fl!!e,Golrw) 

ad.,feagWasJ rw 

2sg.poss-J"wife 

'':' oUr ~11 backpack this. which weh are giving your so that your can arrive with it for yourr 
Wlferw• 

The final PP maps the Goal end of a path of motion, and two DPs map the orientation roles of 
the first two transitive predicates. The final transitive has a zero direct complement, elided under 
identity with the matrix object. 

### 
Raven boasts about his hunting prowess, 
### 

### 
238-243 
### 
244-246 Raven, not overtly mentioned, sets off on his journey home 

with the elk-pack. 

245. Ig·li? +./lil Or 
asp-red! +JIar(A!:r) 3S 

1al kWgdi1Cad 
P DET where 

'Her went [only] a little ways to wherejp her rested.' 

tu.dgxW.J"qa1kW.s r 

asp-nom-J"rest(A!:)-3S, 

Both intransitive predicates assign Agent to their pronominal subjects, and each of them picks up its 
reference from the episode topic, Raven, 

247-248 
### 

Raven talks to himself. 
### 
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249-252 
### 
253-255 
### 
256-257 
258-261 
262-268 
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Raven takes the forbidden look at the elk-pack. 
### 
The elk gets loose. 
### 
Rotten wood replaces the elk in the pack. 
The elk returns to the hunters. 
The hunters discuss Raven. 

263. ?u_..{dzalq = us-bi-t-ab dZai sixw [?a 
asp-J"turn = face-appl-tr( Ag,fll1e)-pass modal modal P 

ti 
DET 

[ti?a? tu-s-./lil-d 
DET asp-nom-..{give.food-tr(Agh,Pate,QQ!,) 

~ai 
1plS 

O,lb 
zero d.c. 

qaw'qsl, 
raven 

'Raven, must have looked over his, shoulder at what weh had given him,.' 

The DP ti?a? tusfild Caf 'what we gave him' is the direct complement of the matrix passivized 
predicate and is coindexed with the zero matrix subject, mapping the orientation role, Patient. The 
embedded transitive has an elided 3 direct complement which gets the same reference (Raven) as 
the matrix Agent oblique allowed by the passive structure. 

### 
269-271 
### 
272-278 

### 
When Raven returns home, he has rotten wood in his pack. 
### 
Raven's wife points out the rotten wood. Raven vomits. 

277. d'uxWat_axw 
vomit(fuIlr,Pate)-asp 

0, 
3S 

[?a ti?a? iWul' +ur_axw 

P DET just+red3-asp 
pq'= ae 
rotten = wood 

[ti?a?l 
DET 

tu-s-u-J'laiad-s, le 
asp-nom-asp-J"eat(Ag..,Pat.)-3S 

'Then he, vomited nothing but rotten wood. which he, had eaten.' 

The oblique here receives a non-orientation role, Patient, from the intransitive matrix predicate. 
The zero matrix subject maps orientation Experiencer and receives its reference from Raven, who 
also gives reference to the embedded Agent subject -s of intransitive ?afad 'eat'. 

### ### 
279-286 Raven orders his children to harass Pheasant's children. 

280. qah+a(h) 
a.Iot+red3 

u?XW 

particle 

[?a ti?H s-..{gWalubl p 

P DET nom-pheasant 

'Pheasantp still has a lot to eat.' 

ti?H 
DET 

s-u-J'laiad 
nom-asp-..{eat(~,Pate) 

The focus manner adjunct introduces the nominalized intransitive ?afad 'eat', and the oblique 
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replaces its subject Os, mapping orientation Agent. The Patient role implied by ·l<li<ld 'eat' is Idt 
unrealized in the syntax. 

### 
287-289 
### 

290-295 

### 
Raven's children throw sucker fish at Pheasant's children. 
### 

Raven, behind the children, catches and eats what they 
throw. 

292-3. di?HH 
as.soon.as(E,E) 

ti 
DET 

s_u_JkWad_(d)xW_s 
nom-asp-..{ manage.to.get-tr( Ag..,Pat)-3S 

[ti?H 1_ 
pronoun 

la.J1aJlW -ad 
asp-..{eat(Ag"'~h) 

'As soon as he, managed to get onefisb' he, ate itfish.' 

0, 
3S 

0_ 
zero d.c. 

The transitive kWad(d)xW 'get' takes a demonstrative pronominal as its direct complement and 
assigns its orientation role, Patient, to it. These demonstrative pronominals may be the result of 
deletion of the substantive complement (in this case, skwup 'sucker fish') of the determiner. In the 
final clause, the entire DP is elided under identity with ti?ii: SkwUPfish. The final zero subject is an 
Agent of the transitive lak"'ad 'eat' and gets its reference from Raven, who is the Agent of the 
matrix transitive, too. 

### 
296-304 

### 
The children get angry. 

297. iwur_axw 
Adv-asp 

sixW ba-la-~atxWa-t-ab 0_ 
modal asp-asp-..{gobble-tr(Ag..,~)-pass 3S 

[?a ti?H qaw'qsl, 
P DET raven 

[ti?H tu_s_J'lukwukw [?a ta wiw'suln: 1_ 
DET asp-nom-..{play(Ag""Instrfish) P DET children 

'True to form, Raven, was just gulping down whatfisb the children", were playing with.' 

The long direct complement is coreferent with the matrix zero subject; they both refer to the sucker 
fish. The matrix oblique maps the Agent of the passive. Inside the direct complement, the oblique 
replaces the -s subject of intransitive ?ukWukW 'play' and maps its orientation role, Agent; its 
Instrument role is assigned to the whole DP ('fish'), in a relative clause structure. 

299. s_JkWup_ 
nom-..{sucker.fish 

ti?a? 
DET 

s_..{gWa?_s_ 
nom-..rown(PoSSpe'~h) 

[ti?a? 
DET 

s-u-..{pus-i1 [?a 
nom-asp-..{throw-incep(Ag,."Patfish,Golpe) P 

ti?a? bad+-/bada?-s,l", 1_ 
DET red2+..{offspring-3poss 

'It was their", own sucker fishfish that his, children", had been throwing.' 
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The initial focus constituent skwup 'sucker fish' maps a non-orientation role, Patient, of the 
embedded intransitive pusil 'throw', the entity thrown. Its other non-orientation role, Goal, the 
direction of throwing, is not realized in this utterance, but the discourse seems to indicate that 
Pheasants's children are the targets of these projectiles, and that Raven's children are the Agents of 
the throwing. 

### 
305-308 
### 

### 
Concluding remarks about Raven. End of story. 
### 
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Appendix A: Abbreviations 

1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
Adv adverb 
af affix (string) of unspecified type 
Ag agent 
appl applicative 
asp any of several aspect morphemes 
bf benefactive 
d.c. direct complement 
DET determiner 
dir directional prefix 
DP Determiner Phrase 
BHH Bates, Hess and Hilbert (1994) 
E event 
emph emphatic 
Exp experiencer 
f feminine 
Gol goal 
incep inceptive intransitive 
instr instrument/instrumental 
intr detransitivizing suffIX 
irr irrealis 
Ix lexical suffix 
neg negative 
nom nominalizing prefIX 
0 object 
obi oblique phrase 
P preposition 
Pat patient 
pass passive 
pi plural 
poss possessive, possessor 
redl diminutive reduplication 
red2 distributive reduplication 
red3 reduplication for random action 
red7 reduplication for counting people 
QA quantifying adverb 
S subject 
sg singular 
tr transitivizing suffix 

Boundary symbols: 
affIX 
lexical suffIX 

.[ root 
+ reduplication 
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Appendix B: Semantic Specifications ~aba1 gWa(b).bi-d 
pack(Ag,Pat) accompany.appl.tr(Ag,Pat) 

1a1s·jJ·dxw 1ukwukw 
wait.for·incep·tr(Ag,fll1) play(Ag,Instr) ~aba1-ad gWab·txW 

pack·tr(Ag,Pat) accompany.tr(Ag,fll1) 
1ab.yi.d 1uluf 
give-bf-tr( Ag,Pat,Gol) water-travel(Ag) ~atxWa·t·ab gW~'.ad 

gobble-tr(Ag,Pat)-pass 100k.for(Ag,fll1) 
1ab.yi.t.ab 1uxw 
give-bf-tr(Ag,Pat,QQl)-pass go(Ag,Gol) ~ik'w = apsab gW~'.t.ab 

caulk= throat(.fup) 100k.for(Ag,fll1)-pass 
1adZq.dxw 1uxw·txW 
meet-tr(Ag,fll1) go-tr( Ag,fll1,Gol) "take" ~sa·d gWad.jJ 

send-tr(Ag,£ll1,clause) sit(Ai) 
1a(b) bal~ 

be.there(Pat) willing(fuI2) ~'alp= sad gWad+,[gWatad 
twist= foot(Elw) "tum one's ankle" red2+,[speak(Ag) 

1al b~ 
be.in(Pat) fall(Pat) faxWa(= ba).b gWagWad+gd 

beat= tail-mv(Ag,Instr) speak(Ag,Pat) +red3 
1atabad bg~= alq 
die(fuI2) bring down= game(Ag,Pat) fgwit gWglal.t.ab 

clever(fuI2) beat-tr(Ag,Pat )-pass 
1aiad baq'.ad 
eat(Ag,Pat) eat(Ag,fll1) da1a-d gWglal= alikw 

name-tr( Ag,fll1,object -predicative ) kill= activity(A£,Pat) 
11'111.' cut 
come(Ag,Gol) tell(Ag,Pat,Gol) da1a·t·ab gWgll'gla.txW 

name-tr(Ag,Pat,object·predicative )-pass be.still-tr(Ag,fll1) 
1ay'·du.b cut+,[cut 
find-tr( Ag,fll1)-pass red2+,[say(Ag,E) dg~'= agWtxw.bi-d gWi(b)-d 

visit-appl·tr(Ag,Pat,QQl) call-tr(Ag,flll) 
1ibgs dxw·,[cut·gb 
travel.overland(Ag,Gol) af-,[think-mv(fuI2,Pat) dZalq = us·bi-d "look over shoulder at" ba11-ad 

tum= face-appl·tr(Ag.fl!.t) soothe·tr(Ag,Pat) 
1ibgs·tu·b cut.(t).ab 
travel-tr(Ag,fll1)·pass tell-tr-(Ag,Pat,Go )-pass d'alq = us·bi·t·ab ha11= i'n 

tum= face-appl-tr(AgJ~.!lO-pass soothe = baby(Ag) 
1idigWaa-c c'gb-ab 
say-tr(Ag,Pat,Gol) "say something to someone" gather.berries-intr(Ag,Pa t) dZgJlWu-d bay-dxw 

wrong-tr(Ag,Pat) know-tr(Exp,fll1) 
1idigWat c'ix 
say(Ag,Pat) fry(Pat) d'uxWat bgli1-jJ 

vomit(fuI2,Pat) live-incep(fuI2) "get well" 
1i1i-d ~a1kw-dxw 

sing/interpret( Ag,Pat) manage.to.get.down.to.shore-tr(Ag,Pat) gWa1 bili-d 
own(Poss,Pat) tell.to.do-tr(Ag,Pat) 

1ixWj·d ~dZ_j_s 

throw-tr(Ag,Pat,Gol) hideJrom-appl-tr(Ag,Pat,So) gWaagWgd buy 

?ixWj·t-ab 
talk(Ag,Pat) do(Ai) 

~ala·t-ab 
throw-tr(Ag,Pat,Gol)-pass chase-tr( Ag,Pat )-pass 
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huy.du.b 
eat.tr(Ag,Pat)·pass 

huy·(y)i.t • .,b 
make-bf-tr(Ag,Pat,QQ)-pass "make for" 

huy·tu.b 
make-tr(Ag,Pat) "prepare,package" 

huyu.d 
make-tr(Ag,Pat) 

huyu.t • .,b 
make/do-tr(Ag,Pat) 

j.,c.txW 

use-tr( Ag,Pat) 

kiis 
stand(Ag) 

kiis·txW 
cause.to.stand·tr(Ag,Pat) 

kiis·tu·b 
cause. to.stand-tr( Ag,Pat )-pass 

k'3yii 
pretend(Ag,E) 

k'ic'i·d 
squirt-tr 

kWaxwa·d 
help·tr(Ag,Pat) 

kW.,da·d 
take-tr(Ag,Pat) 

kW3da·t·gb 
take-tr(Ag,Pat )-pass 

kW3d.(d)xW 
manage.to.get-tr(Ag,Pat) 

){Wasa·d 
roast-tr(Ag,Pat) 

){WiC'i·d 
twist-tr(Ag,Pat) 
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lai-dxW 
remember-tr(Exp,Pat) 

13){W-3d 
eat(Ag,Pat) 

13){W.t-3b 
eat-tr(Ag,Pat) 

Igli?·d 
different-tr-(Ag,fl!!) "change something" 

13q.du.b 
hear-tr(Exp,Pat) 

lul\:'·i1 
old-incep(~) "grow up, get older" 

IUU·t-3b 
hear-tr(Exp,Pat)-pass 

ial·iJ·tu·b 
beach-incep-tr(Ag,Pat) "bring ashore" 

iaH·i1 
dwell-incep(Ag,Loc) 

ic·i1 
arrive(Ag,Gol) 

f:C·i(I).s 
arrive-incep-tr(Ai,Gol) "come upon someone" 

ic·i1-txW 
arrive.with-incep-tr(Ag,Pat,Gol) 

bts·.,d 
slurp-tr(Ag,fl!!) 

Hd 
tie(Pat) 

Hdi·d 
tie-tr(Ag,Pat) 

HI·d 
giveJood·tr(Ag,Pat,Gol) 

HI·t·gb 
give food-tr(Ag,Pat,Gol)-pass 

iya?t.3b 
shoot.harmful.objects.into-tr(Ag,Pat)-pass 

l\:'ala·b 
strand-mv(Pat) 

k'al= ai= ..[qWu? 
sail= link= ..[water(Ag) 

k'ai 
cold(~) 

k'3Ia·d 
stop-tr( Ag,Pat) 

k'31-b 
mature-intr(~) 

k'31-b·i1 
mature-intr-incep-(~) 

pus.i1 
throw·incep(Ag,Pat,Gol) 

p'ay3q 
hew(Ag,Pat) 

p'iiW • .,b.3d 
drip-intr-tr(Ag,Pat) "flood (an area)" 

qa?kW 
rest(Ag) 

qgi-d 
wake·tr(Ag,Pat) 

q3P' 
alight(Ai) 

qaxW 

freeze(Pat) 

qil 
10ad(Pat) 

qili.d 
10ad-tr(Ag,Pat,Gol) 

q'i1.du.b 
10ad-tr(Ag,Pat,Gol) 
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qWac.txW.bi.d 
doubt-tr·appl-tr(Exp,Pat,E) 

qWul3c 
dip.net(Ag) 

q""3l 
cooked,ripe(fl!!) 

qw.,l.jJ 
warm-incep(Pat) 

saq"" 
fly(Ag) 

s3gWq.gd 
whisper.to( Ag,QQl) 

suxWt_9S 
recognize-tr(Exp,fl!!) 

sab 
dry(Pat) 

sac' 
end(fl!!) 

su-dxW 
see-tr(Exp,Pat) 

suu-c 
100k.at·tr(Ag,Pat) 

ta?·t·gb 
put-tr-(Ag,Pat,Go )-pass 

taqWu? 
thirst(~) 

taqw= aci?·b 
clap= hands·intr(Ag) 

t3Iaw.i1 
run-incep(Ag) 

t3q-du·b 
tight-tr(Ag,Pat)·pass "get cornered" 



tal 
fix(Pat) "done in" 

k/= aci(?-a)d 
slap= hand-tr(Ag.fl!.t) 

tu"W 
stretch(£l!1) 

txWad 
take.to.t1ight(&) 

t'ac-dxW 
shatter-tr(Ag,Pat) 

t'i1i-b 
sing-intr(&) 

t'iw-il-txW 
pray-incep-tr(Ag,Pat,QQl) "ask" 

t'uc'u-t-ab 
shoot-tr(Ag,Pat,Instr)-pass 

t'uJ{N_txW 
go.home-tr(Ag,~) "take something home" 

wa§-t-ab 
distribute-tr(Ag,~)-pass 

wiliq"" 
ask(&) 

wiliq'Wi-d 
ask-tr(Ag,~) 

xWaa_c 
forbid-tr( Ag,flU,E) 

xWaJ{N-jJ 
tire-incep(~) 

xWa1\'= lad 
break= leg(Exp) 

xWi?xWi? 
hunt(&,Pat) 

xWit'_jJ 
lower-incep(~) 
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la1\'-txW 
desire-tr(Exp,£.!!!) 

lac 
fear(ful2,E) 

iaf 
sick(ful2) 

iaJ{N-t-ab 
invert -tr( Ag,£.!!!)-pass 

"iii" fight-(&) 

"Wif-d 
lose-tr(Ag,Pat,QQl) 

"Wisi-d 
make.much.noise-tr(Ag,Pat) 

ya1l.'a-b 
fetch water-intr(&,Pat) 

yayus 
work(&) 

yayus-bi-d 
work-appl-tr(Ag,£l!1) ''work at something" 

yac-ab 
tell-mv(&) 

yac-ab-txW 
tell-mv-tr-(Ag,Pat,QQl) 

yaq= qid 
speak.up(&) 




